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Research Summary
As modern Americans look at ways to man-

age flooding, there is increased interest in un-
derstanding how presettlement landscapes once
held floodwaters. These early landscapes were
shaped by millions of beaver across the conti-
nent. Where and when these beaver dammed
rivers is of interest to archaeologists, other sci-
entists, and engineers who need to know how
to shape today’s landscapes.

In this study, three areas were excavated
on the site of the Des Plaines River Wetlands
Demonstration Project in Wadsworth, Illinois.
Excavation walls were scraped and examined
for indications of beaver activity, including
dam structures, beaver-gnawed wood, and
possible beaver pond sediments. Although no
buried beaver dam was found in a low, linear
ridge near the Mill Creek paleochannel belt,
other evidence of beaver activity was found.
Radiocarbon ages on beaver-gnawed wood
indicated that the Mill Creek paleochannel
belt minimally was active between about
8500 and 6900 B.P. (“Before Present”) and
that beaver were present and actively down-
ing trees along its banks during that time.

The absence of scientific literature on the
evolution and definitive characteristics of
beaver ponds  prevents researchers from de-
finitively and confidently identifying beaver
pond deposits. Further research is needed to
develop diagnostic criteria.
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Evidence of prehistoric
beaver activity in the
Des Plaines River valley

Wetlands Research, Inc. is interested in the role
that beaver—and their characteristic dam and
pond construction—played in the evolution of

the landscape and, in particular, wetlands, along the Des
Plaines River and elsewhere. Previous geomorphic inves-
tigations undertaken for Wetlands Research, Inc. at the
Des Plaines River Wetlands Demonstration Project area
identified several locations where prehistoric beaver dams
potentially could be buried (Hajic, 1996). The objective
of the current investigation was to determine if the se-
lected study location contained a buried beaver dam and
to document direct evidence of past beaver activity such
as beaver-gnawed wood, beaver remains, or sedimentary
deposits suggestive of deposition within a beaver pond
environment.

Investigation Site

The study location incorporates a low linear rise and
a paleochannel belt of Mill Creek, a tributary to the Des
Plaines River in northeastern Illinois. The linear rise is
perpendicular to the paleochannel belt, suggesting it may
incorporate the remains of a former beaver dam that once
spanned the paleochannel belt of Mill Creek just upstream
of its confluence with the Des Plaines River. This paleo-
setting is similar to the modern confluence where a func-
tioning beaver dam was observed during previous field
work.

The project area is located in the southwest quarter of
Section 34, T46N R11E in northern Lake County, Illinois
(Figure 1). The area of interest is located just east of U.S.
Route 41 and south of Wadsworth Road, and lies to the
west of the present channel of the Des Plaines River. Lo-
cated immediately east of a former quarry pit near a
paleochannel belt of Mill Creek, this area is near the
former mouth of Mill Creek at its junction with the Des
Plaines River (Hajic, 1996). The area is within the Des
Plaines River Wetlands Demonstration Project, a govern-
ment- and privately- funded research project designed to
assess wetland function and the role of wetlands in con-
trolling flooding and improving water quality within the
Des Plaines River watershed (USEPA, 1993).

A review of the relevant historic sources and maps

indicated that initial Euroamerican settlement of the im-
mediate area occurred in 1834 or 1835 when Jacob Miller
established a grist and sawmill along the tributary now
known as Mill Creek (Halsey, 1912). This mill is located
on the 1840 United States General Land Office (GLO)
plat map in Section 33 (Figure 2). The location of the
mill is just above the tributary’s entrance into the Des
Plaines River valley. The 1840 GLO plat map also indi-
cated the presence of several “enclosures” within Sec-
tions 33 and 34. These “enclosures” likely represented
the fenced landholdings of the earliest Euroamerican ar-
rivals in this portion of Lake County. The largest of these
“enclosures” lay along the west side of the valley, and
may have included the study location.

The 1840 GLO plat map, an 1861 map of Lake County,
and a 1907 section map (Figure 3) all indicate that Mill
Creek flowed eastward to join the Des Plaines River along
a course similar to its current course. The local geomor-
phology indicates the youngest Mill Creek paleochannel,
which diverges northward from the modern course to join
the Des Plaines River slightly upstream of its current
mouth, is the one under investigation. The local geomor-
phology combined with the map data on the early his-
toric location of Mill Creek imply that the paleochannel
belt is prehistoric in age.

The GLO map further indicates that the project area
lay within an extensive oak savanna which, along with
wet prairie, dominated the western part of the Des Plaines
River valley. Moran (1978) has reconstructed the
presettlement vegetation of Lake County, Illinois, using
the GLO surveyor’s notes and plat maps. This reconstruc-
tion indicates that the immediate project area fell into the
oak savanna vegetational community, while an area of
wet prairie was present immediately south of Mill Creek
at its confluence with the Des Plaines River. The oak sa-
vanna was characterized by scattered clumps of burr oaks,
black oaks, and white oaks in otherwise open prairie domi-
nated by grasses and forbs.

Methods

The study location is relatively low-lying, and a de-
watering well was installed prior to subsurface excava-
tions. A trackhoe was used to excavate three blocks (Fig-
ure 4).

Block 1 was excavated immediately west of the
noseslope of the linear ridge, within the paleochannel of
Mill Creek. The block was located immediately east of a
gravel road that runs along the east side of a former quarry
pit, and north of a gravel lane which leads to the dewater-
ing well. The eastern wall of the block clipped the toe of
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Figure 1.  Project area location (1993 map).
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FIGURE 2. Sections from the 1840 U.S. General Land Office Survey Plat
of Lake County, Illinois.

the ridge’s noseslope. Block 1 was approximately 20 m
long (with these walls perpendicular to the axis of the
paleochannel) and 15 m wide. Excavation depth of Block
1 ranged from 2.4 m on the east to 1.75 m on the west.

Block 2 was excavated in the Mill Creek paleochannel
to the south of Block 1, or upstream of Block 1 relative to

paleochannel flow. The block
was positioned to examine sedi-
ments that might include beaver
pond deposits within the
paleochannel in an upstream di-
rection from the possible former
beaver dam location. This block,
located just south of the gravel
lane, was approximately 5 m
wide and 20 m long. The long
axis was oriented north/south to
provide maximum exposure
along the axis of the
paleochannel. Excavation depth
was 2.0 to 3.0 m.

Block 3 was excavated into
the sideslope of the linear ridge,
bisecting half of it, to see if it
contained remains of a buried
beaver dam. Block 3 was located
east of the dewatering well and
was about 18 m long by 8 m
wide. Excavation depth was 2.5
to 4.5 m.

Selected excavation walls
were scraped with trowel and
shovel to reveal sediments and
stratigraphy, and were examined
for any indications of beaver ac-
tivity. Profiles were described
using standard USDA tech-
niques and terminology (Soil
Survey Staff, 1993). Work nec-
essarily progressed rapidly be-
cause of incoming water, so
trench walls were not individu-
ally mapped. However, they
were photographed to document
key stratigraphic relationships.

Eleven samples of
uncarbonized wood exposed
within the machine excavation
blocks, some with terminations
characteristic of beaver gnaw-
ing, were examined to provide

an accurate taxonomic identification of the types of wood
recovered. Following cleaning, all examinations of the
wood were made under low power magnification (10-70
X) using a stereoscopic dissecting scope. Taxonomic iden-
tifications were made with the aid of both standard refer-
ence materials dealing with wood structure (Core et al.,
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FIGURE 4. Location of excavations.
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1979) and an extensive type collection of wood samples
maintained by the Department of Anthropology at the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Small sec-
tions of the larger wood fragments were removed with
the aid of a single-edge razor blade for taxonomic identi-
fication. The cutting also provided a clean cross-section
which facilitated identification.

Three samples, one from each of the excavation
blocks, were selected for radiocarbon assay as a means
for determining the age of sediments within which the
wood was recovered and, in the case of two of the samples,
the age of beaver-gnawed wood. All wood samples col-
lected in the field were water saturated. They were im-
mediately placed in foil and then put into plastic bags for
transportation. In the laboratory, each sample bag was
opened and the wood covered with clean fine mesh cloth
to keep dust and debris off the sample. Samples were then
allowed to air dry slowly. Dry samples were weighed and
submitted to the Isotope Geochemistry Laboratory at the
Illinois State Geological Survey for analysis.

Evidence of Former Beaver Activity

Dam Structure

The stratigraphic sequence and sedimentology ex-
posed in excavation Block 3 in the low linear rise indi-
cates the rise cannot be accounted for by past beaver ac-
tivity; no evidence for a possible beaver dam structure
was observed. Stratigraphy in Block 3 consists of two
depositional sequences. The younger one consists of 1.75
m of pedogenically altered deoxidized silty clay loam and
silty clay. The lowermost increments of this material are
thin bedded to laminated, with few fine and medium char-
coal fragments. This conformably overlies about 0.50 m
of unoxidized silty clay and silty clay loam interstratified
with deoxidized medium and coarse sand, loamy sand and
sandy loam laminae and thin beds. Several fine-textured
strata are very rich in uncarbonized and partially carbon-
ized fine pieces of organic matter and contain whole and
fragmented snail shells. This younger sequence
unconformably overlies the older sequence that consists
of about 0.30 m of unoxidized silt loam that grades rap-
idly downward to medium sand that is moderately well
to well sorted. The surface of this unit is channeled, with
channels filled primarily with medium and coarse sand
of the overlying unit. Deep excavations into the base of
Block 3 indicate that below the sand lies at least two meters
of fine gravel.

Basal gravels are almost certainly glacial outwash or
channel gravels immediately post-dating deglaciation. The

older sequence consists of channel sands overlain by
overbank deposits. These are likely related to the Des
Plaines River. The overlying sequence consists of chan-
nel deposits and proximal overbank deposits. These are
overlain by a relatively thick sequence of floodplain
overbank deposits. Mill Creek may have contributed to
the channel and proximal overbank deposits, as well as
possibly some of the basal floodplain overbank deposits.
However, the majority of the latter are due to flooding by
the Des Plaines River.

Neither depositional sequence included intertwined
twigs or small logs typical of beaver dams. It is unlikely
that twigs and logs were at one time present, but later
oxidized or destroyed by bacteria. Strata are deoxidized
to unoxidized, conditions that favor wood preservation.
In the lower part of the overbank deposits, beneath some
unoxidized strata, carbonized and uncarbonized organic
material was preserved. Strata also were, for the most part,
continuous across the length of the block and nothing that
could be construed as mud packing—characteristic of
beaver dam construction—was observed.

Beaver-Gnawed Wood

In contrast to the lack of beaver-related evidence in
Block 3, it is estimated that between 30 and 40 percent of
the wood in excavation Blocks 1 and 2 was beaver-
gnawed. Beaver were clearly active within this reach of

FIGURE 5A. Radiocarbon-dated beaver-gnawed
maple wood found in Block 1, #1, from deposits of
the Mill Creek paleochannel belt.
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the Mill Creek paleochannel, and left ample evidence of
their activity (Figure 5a and 5b). The wood population in
the alluvial sediments did not appear to be biased by post-
depositional alteration. Overall, wood recovered from the
excavation blocks was well-preserved in an uncarbonized
state, with much of the structure intact. The very poorly
drained soil conditions aided in the preservation of the
wood by providing an anaerobic environment that retarded
the decomposition of organic matter. Twigs, small logs,
and other smaller pieces of organic debris were repre-
sented, any sorting apparently due to depositional pro-
cesses. Coarser pieces occurred, both dispersed and in
zones, clustered throughout specific strata.

Although clustered in places, the density of wood was
nowhere comparable to what would be expected in a bea-
ver dam structure. In one Midwestern example, it has been
estimated that wood content in a prehistoric beaver dam
accounted for about 60 percent of the total volume of sedi-
ment and wood (Bettis, 1998). In contrast, the wood con-
tent in sediments of Blocks 1 and 2 was not greater than
10 percent of the total sediment and wood volume, and
probably on average less than five percent.

Taxonomic identifications of collected wood samples
are shown in Table 1. The majority of the identified speci-
mens are oak, Quercus spp. Specifically, these specimens
belong to the red or black oak group which includes such
species as burr oak (Quercus macrocarpa), black oak

(Quercus velutina), and pin oak (Quercus palustris).
The beaver-gnawed wood is likely a local product,

having been harvested from the immediate banks of the
paleochannel. Ends of gnawed twigs and small logs were
not abraded as would occur if they had been transported
any distance downstream, and particularly from the up-
lands which are at least 0.6 km west of the site. As noted
above, the presettlement vegetation of the area was domi-
nated by oak savanna. Several groves dominated by oaks
are still extant on higher surfaces within the Des Plaines
River Wetlands Demonstration Project area and are espe-
cially prominent to the north of the area of investigations.
These higher surfaces correspond with terminal
Wisconsinan to very early Holocene terrace levels mapped
to the immediate north, south, and west of the site (Hajic,
1996).

Other taxa identified include elm (Ulmus americana),
ash (Fraxinus americana), and silver maple (Acer
saccharinum). These three taxa would have been com-
mon canopy constituents of mesic floodplain forest com-
munities generally found in linear bands along the river
courses, or as more restricted isolated stands. Also recov-
ered were fragments identified as ring-porous or diffuse-
porous hardwoods, general categories that each contain a
number of distinct genre and species native to the general
locality. These fragments were too small to allow for more
definitive identifications to be made. In general, the taxo-

FIGURE 5B. Radiocarbon-dated beaver-gnawed wood found in Block 2, #2, from deposits of the Mill
Creek paleochannel belt. Wood species was unidentifiable.
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nomic identifications on the wood samples collected were
in agreement with the characterizations of the
presettlement vegetational communities in this portion of
the Des Plaines River valley (Moran, 1978). Thus, all
would have been susceptible to local beaver activity.

Radiocarbon ages of beaver-gnawed wood indicate bea-
ver were active in the lower reaches of Mill Creek valley at
least during the early and middle Holocene (Table 2).

Possible Beaver Pond Sediments

Two sediment sequences comprising material depos-
ited by Mill Creek were exposed in Blocks 1 and 2. The
older sequence shares some characteristics with those that
might be expected of beaver pond deposits, although the
deposits cannot be definitely assigned a beaver pond ori-
gin. Both sequences overlie outwash gravel.

The older sequence, exposed in Block 2 only, con-
sists of about 0.45 m of very dark to dark gray silty clay
loam and sandy clay loam overlying about 1.5 m of poorly
sorted loamy sand that grades down to loamy gravel. The
finer-textured increment has common small pieces of
wood and other fine organic debris. It is thinly bedded,
but bedding is very weakly expressed. The loamy sand
also has common to abundant wood fragments. Overall,
larger diameter limbs are present in the loamy sand. The
contact between the two units in the sequence is abrupt,
and somewhat irregular. A weakly expressed paleosol with
an 3ACgb - 3Cgb1 - 4Cgb2 profile is developed within
the top of the sequence.

The basal loamy sand and gravel is interpreted as chan-
nel deposits of Mill Creek. The overlying finer-textured
material was deposited under considerably reduced cur-
rent velocities and possibly even standing water. It could
have been deposited as fill in a beaver pond environment,
or simply fill in an abandoned channel in the Mill Creek

channel belt. To distinguish
between the two scenarios,
the geometry of the fine
grained fill would need to
be determined, and more in-
formation on the character-
istics of beaver pond depos-
its would be required. The
geometry was not possible
to determine because, in a
downstream direction, the
older sequence was trun-
cated and removed by sub-
sequent erosion and sedi-
mentation of the second se-
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quence. Overall, there is a severe lack of scientific litera-
ture on the evolution and definitive characteristics of bea-
ver ponds from an integrated geomorphic, sedimentary
and wetland perspective that can be used as criteria for
comparison. The abrupt contact suggests that the local
depositional environment changed abruptly, a situation
that could arise with either of the two depositional sce-
narios. In either case, the surface of the fine-textured
material was at or near the water’s surface, and an incipi-
ent wetland paleosol formed. A beaver-gnawed log from
the base of the fine-textured material, resting on the sur-
face of the loamy sand, yielded a radiocarbon age of 8510
± 90 B.P. (ISGS-3885) (Table 2). This age indicates the
change in depositional environment—possibly due to
beaver dam building-activity downstream—is early Ho-
locene and that beavers were definitely present and ac-
tive in Mill Creek at this time.

In Block 1, the younger sequence consists of about
0.70 m of dark gray to very dark gray silt clay loam
interstratified with laterally discontinuous thin beds to
thick laminae of fine and medium sand. This unit con-
formably overlies more than 0.80 m of very dark gray to
very dark greenish gray silty clay loam and silt loam
interstratified with thin beds of cross-stratified to planar-
stratified fine and medium sand. Finer laminae often oc-
cur within the cross-stratified sand. The sand bodies are
thicker, more continuous, and make up a greater percent
of the volume of the unit than those in the overlying unit.
Uncarbonized organic material is locally common and
consists of twigs, small logs, and fine organic detritus.
Many of the larger pieces of wood are terminated by char-
acteristic beaver gnaw marks.

This second sequence is characteristic of channel belt
activity in small meandering streams. The more continu-
ous sand beds in the lower increment represent small point
bar and channel deposits deposited as the stream actively
meandered. The upper increment represents various bar-
top and proto-floodplain environments within the Mill
Creek paleochannel belt. This sequence clearly does not
represent a beaver pond depositional environment, al-
though evidence of beaver activity is present.

In Block 1, the older sequence has been eroded and
removed by Mill Creek channel migration. This is con-
firmed by a radiocarbon age of 6880±70 B.P. (ISGS-3884)
on beaver-gnawed wood from the lower increment of the
younger sequence (Table 2). The age also indicates that
the Mill Creek paleochannel, as well as beaver, was ac-
tive during this time.

In Block 2, the older sequence is buried by a thinner
veneer of the younger sequence. Here, about 0.20 m of
interstratified silty clay loam and fine sand, with wood

fragments, abruptly overlies the paleosol developed in the
top of the older sequence, and in turn is overlain con-
formably by about 0.80 m of silty clay loam. The silty
clay loam represents floodplain overbank deposits within
the Mill Creek paleochannel belt that accumulated after
abandonment. In Block 1, a lateral relationship is exhib-
ited between the younger sequence in that block, and the
overbank deposits of the older sequence in Block 3.

In Block 3, wood collected from these overbank de-
posits yielded a radiocarbon age of 7300 ± 110 B.P. (ISGS-
3890) (Table 2), suggesting a close temporal relationship
between the two units. The overbank deposits in Block 3
are overlain by a thicker increment of overbank deposits
that may in part account for the slightly higher linear ridge
that proved not to be a buried beaver dam.

Conclusions

1. The low, linear ridge perpendicular to, and on the
east side of, the Mill Creek paleochannel belt, considered
on morphologic grounds to be a possible abandoned bea-
ver dam, does not contain a buried beaver dam. At least
some of the height difference is due to a (locally?) thicker
sequence of overbank deposits.

2. Clear evidence of beaver activity in the Mill Creek
paleochannel belt at the time it was active consists of rela-
tively abundant beaver-gnawed twigs and small logs.

3. At least one sedimentary unit is consistent with
characteristics expected of beaver pond deposits, although
it cannot be definitely assigned a beaver pond origin. It
was deposited under low or nil current velocities, is strati-
fied (although very weakly expressed) with no internal
evidence of subaerial exposure, contains beaver-gnawed
wood, and has a weakly expressed wetland soil devel-
oped on the upper surface of the deposit.

4. Radiocarbon ages on beaver-gnawed wood indi-
cate the Mill Creek paleochannel belt minimally was ac-
tive between about 8500 and 6900 B.P., and that beaver
were present and actively downing trees along its banks
during that stretch of time.

5. Part of the difficulty in not being able to defini-
tively and confidently identify beaver pond deposits in
the geologic record is the virtual absence of scientific lit-
erature on the evolution and definitive characteristics of
beaver ponds from an integrated geomorphic, sedimen-
tary and wetland perspective. This applies both to indi-
vidual beaver ponds, as well as beaver pond series within
a single valley. Within a valley where multiple beaver
dams and ponds are present, such diagnostic criteria could
be developed by investigating beaver pond evolution in
its different phases of development.
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